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Refugee Crisis Topic for Great SGA Advocates Sale of Condoms in Vending Machines
implementation of the
LAUREN COHEN
Decisions Lecture Series
This
noextra
News Editor
posed policy. These problems
with the

Voice

The Student Government Association (SGA) has submitted a proposal
to College President Henry Cope land
which, if passed, would begin the
sale of condoms in existing campus
vending machines. The proposal.
submitted one week ago, is still under
consideration.
This is not the First time a proposal
for the installation of condom vend
ing machines has been raised. Past
proposals have failed, according to
SGA President Robb DeGraw '93,
because the College found problems

pro-

charge

service would be

in-

to the school, because the current
vendor used to maintain the College's

clude the expense of installing machines in all dormitory bathrooms,
and the problem of any permanent
fixtures displaying the product during summer months because the Col-

vending machines would supply the
condoms. In addition, because the
vending machines are restocked on a
weekly basis, the condoms could easlege is used by private camps for high ily be removed from display when
school students during the break.
the summer camp season begins.
The current proposal takes both of
If installed, the condoms would be
these problems into account If wrapped in a "neutral looking" packpassed, a private vendor would begin age approximately the size of a cigaplacing condoms in existing snack ' rette box, according to DeGraw.
vending machines, in replacement DeGraw was told by the vendor "you
for another" product, as one of the would have to know what you're
.

selections available for purchase.

Continued on page
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The Process of a Sexual Assault Case
One Women's Experience With J Board
--

of refugee programs at the Lutheran Immigration Service and Cathouc Diocese of Columbus, was the fourth
James Smith, directok

SPEAKER IN THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER'S GREAT DECISIONS SERIES. SMITH,

who spoke in Gault Recital Hall Tuesday night, referred to the
United States as a "stew pot a country founded by refugees.
'
Photo by Josh Pagans
.

EMILY SILVERMAN
Voice Feature Editor
The January 31 issue of the Voice
carried an article on the front page
abouta former student who is suing the
College for failing to report to the civil
authorities that she was raped on campus in 1990.
She was not the first and will not be
the last to be raped or sexually as- ulted on campus. Nor was she the
first to feel that her case was not
handled, from her point of view, as
effectively as it could have been.
The following is the story of one
student's crisis, and her feelings on
both the positive and negative aspects
of how the matter was handled by the
College. The victim, named "Ann"
for the purposes of this piece, con tends
that she was sexually assaulted during
her first year at Wooster by an assail
ant named "John." She began her
story with an account of what happened in her room that nighL
When he knocked on the door I
thought it was my roommate coming
back from wherever she was. I opened
the door. But even if he'd said who
it was, I would have let him in. He was
someone I knew and trusted. He then
took off his shoes and jackeL He
obviously intended to stay. He came
into my room, which I felt was my
space. No matter what happened, I
could always go ihere...it was my
area.
"I could tell he'd been drinking. I
don't even remember what he said to
me. All I remember is that his arm was
across my body and I was pinned to the
bed. He kept saying things like 'you
know you want this.' I couldn't get up
the momentum to hit him. He was

seekers, and who deserves legal citi-- .
SEAN HARRIS;
zenship. According to Smith's theory,
Voice Staff Writer -Tuesday night the Great Decisions the United States was founded and
Lecture Series, established to pro- -- built by refugees, including Africans
mote the understanding uf foreign and Europeans. In essence, all people
policy issues, hosted James Smith, can be classified as refugees in reladirector of refugee piogiams at the tion to our genealogy.
Smith continued to promote symLutheran Immigration Service and
for those seeking amnesty by
pathy
Catholic Diocese of Columbus.
to the patriotism within the
appealing
lb
Smith's lecture was an appeal
the
audience. He spoke of
hearts
of
Americans, asking them to underhistory
ofThe United States
stand refugees and assuring them they the great
referring
opportunity,
have nothing to fear. Smith said as the land of
classified
He
American jobs are not being displaced to its role as "stew pot."
by refugees, most of whom speak America as a mixture of customs and
little or no English. Smith also ex- cultures that are brought by refugees
and immigrants. Smith incorporated
plained that most refugees take
the symbolism of Ellis Island and the
-level
positions.
During his lecture. Smith posed Statue of Liberty, the eternal "uni
versal symbol of freedom."
questions such as how should Amei
, Ji
cans classify xefugees and asylum Continued on page
-
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head around. He started to undress me
and kiss my breasts. I was in a steady
relationship, and I told him, 'I'm not
interested in something like this with

you.T.,..,.
Ann maintains that she cannot quite
remember how or at what point John
stopped the assauh.
'To be perfectly honest, I don ' l know
what stopped him. It was like he was
schizophrenic. One minute he was all
over me, trying toconvince me I wanted
to do more and the next minute he got
up. The whole incident lasted about
half an hour. Afterwards Ijustsat there
shaking. I didn't know what to do."

Ann fust reported the incident,
within 24 hours, to her Residen t Assistant who, due to her position, was
obligated to inform the Office of Resi-- .
dential Life. There, Dwayne Davis,
Director of Residential Life, presented
Ann with two possible courses of action. She could either act as a witness
for the College ("he did this to her")
before the Judicial Board or as a plaintiff ("he did this to meT). Ann opted to
act as a witness for the College, because she "wanted a higher authority ...I
felt more protected."
She was assigned a "hearing counselor," a student provided by the Judicial Board to act as her advocate and
offer her support. John was given a
hearing counselor as well.
When asked how she felt having
another student know who she was
and what had happened, Ann expressed
confidence and security, noting that
"they are really good about that." Yet
trouble began when the Judicial Board
experienced difficulty in setting a date
for the hearing.
They couldn't decide when to do

because of his schedule conflict they
had to switch the first time for which
the hearing was scheduled to a different day."; She said the hearing took
place JaImost. four weeks after, the .
incident It was like they were saying,
'Whathappened to you isn'timportant
...we're going to make his life as easy
";
as possible." ;'
.
in
place
Ann's hearing finally took
Scovel Hall, in a conference room, and
took approximately two hours.- - Because she was acting as a witness for
the College, Ann was not permitted to
hear John's testimony. He was permitted to hear hers, however.
She waited outside (he conference
room while John testified.. Her hearing counselor stayed in the room of the
trial, and was permitted to ask him
questions. The counselor was riot,
however, permitted to inform Ann of
what had been said.
Arm did not feel her exclusion from
the room during John 's testimony was
just: "Not in cases of sexual assault,
where even the best hearing counselor
wouldn'tknow whatl wanted to know.
Not when someone violated a specific person."
According to a summary of Ann's
Judicial Board case, which appeared
in Jhe Wooster Voice.'x. Board rejected the student's plea of not guilty
for all charges and found him guilty"
of Ann's charge of sexual assaulL
John was suspended from campus
for the remainder of the weekends in
the first semester. He was also required to meet with a member of the
College's administrative staff for an
educational program on ithe topic of
sexual assaulL The program was
by John'scomposition of a five
.

.

fol-low- ed

Continued on page 8
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Summer
Jobs on the
Chesapeake
Bay

Work and Play With Campers And Friends:

Horseback Riding

Sailing Windsurfing
Swimming

Tennis

Waters kiing

Much Much More!

Recruiter on Campus February 8
Only!
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Cultural Survival Conference
Sponsored by ISA Last Saturday
EUSE BATES
Voice Staff Writer

The International Student Association presented a Cultural
Survival Conference this past
Saturday. The programs within
the conference addressed the
needs of international students in
the U. S.
The College hosted several
schools including Ohio Wesleyan
University, Dennison College,
Wittenberg College, Capitol College and Ashland College.
The day began with a keynote
speaker, Pam Frese,Sociology
Professor at the College. Director of the Office of International
Student Affairs. Jim Citron, led
learnBARNGA.a
ing experience.
Two sessions consisting of four
workshops were offered. The first
session included "Effects of College Life on Religious Traditions" and "Cultural Tug-o- f -- War
cross-cultur-

Look For our Display in Lowry Center
you won't regret saying Hello!
If you can't be there call:
Jim ReiUy at Camp Tockwogh (302)571-695- 6
Contact Career Planning for more Information.
Plan Now For your Summer.
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in Second Generation Immigrants."
The second session offered "Interaction of Africans and
and "Threats to
Traditions and Cultures of Developing Countries."
The workshop "Effects of College Life on Religious Traditions" was conducted by Religion Professor, Ishwar Harris.
Three panelists helped direct the
discussion. They were Hitesh
Toolsidass, sophomore; Seema
Mohiuddin.senior; and Jennifer
Porath. sophomore.
The college culture was examined to see how it affects students' traditions and values. This
culture was found to have freedom in the areas of religion, academics and sexually morality.
This raised the question: Does
this freedom interact with of
hinder students' responsibilities?
The panelists agreed that this
African-A-

mericans!'

CASA To Hold Afternoon
Special to the Voice
This Sunday, the Community
Against Sexual Assault will hold
an extended meeting to discuss
the issue of rape and other forms
of sexual assualt on campus. As
awareness of these issues grows
around the country, the College
of Wooster has become just one
of many college campuses to begin to address and debate this
issue. The CASA meeting is an
effort to continue this dialouge
as well as discuss possible future
directions for the organization.
Part of the afternoon will be
dedicated to presenting the Rape
Culture Workshop, first brought
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reshape(oneself)-

i:Nocho Supreme j

to the campus in the fall by Steve
Jones from the Rape Education
Program at Ohio State. In this
set of excercises,
those who attend see how popular culture normally views women
as weak victims and men as dominating victimizers. Participants
usually become aware in new
ways of the depth and power of
sexism in our culture and feel
moved to change it.
The meeting will be held at the
Grange, the brown house between
People to People and First Presbyterian Church, across from
McDonald's and will last from
p.m. A home-cooke- d
meal will
be served.
eye-openi-

Being away from one's cul-

ture also compels us to defend it
and be proud. Hitesh Toolsidass
said,"Being away makes me appreciate my own culture." Yet it
is inevitable that the student will
go back unchanged, agreed the
panelists.
Seema Mohiuddin's response
was," This is intellectually fascinating. It is an experience like no
other in the U.S."
Professor Harris closed by stating five responses to culutural
differences: retreat.revise (one's '
own culture), revolt, regain and

coupon

Retreat at the Grange

JESSAMYN NEUHAUS

freedom does force one to question their own religion and culture. Students away from home
have the choice of not continuing
their religious traditions. "Many
times we are pressed for time and
forget religious traditions," said
Devinka Abeysinghe, a member
of the audience.

.
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Soup and Bread Planned Again for Kittredge Dining Hall
KATHYAULT
Special to the Voice
Students can help the tradition of
Soup and Bread continue at the College of Wooster for yet another semester by signing up to participate in the
program, which has
earned thousands of dollars for the
hungry over the past years on a local
and global leveL
Last semester the program raised
long-standi- ng

$2,887, which will be divided among
four organizations to benefit the hungry. Two international groups, Oxfam
International, which participates in

relief woric and devdopmentandFood program 75 cents per meal.
First, which focuses on educating
Live music, coordinated by Kevin
people in developed nations about Wilkin, will be featured at Soup and
hunger issues, received money from Bread every other week.
Soup and Bread last semester. Two
The Soup and Bread program will
local organizations,
not start until a minimum number of
Ministries and Mrs. Mackey 's Shelter 3S0 people have agreed to participate.
for the Homeless, also benefitted from The goal is to start on Tuesday , February 18th, and SO people are needed
the funds.
During Tuesday dinners at Kittredge before the program can begin.
Students who are interested in Soup
Dining Hall, soup and bread are served
instead of regular entrees. For every and Bread should sign up before next
person on the meal program that gets Tuesday, so the program can begin
his or her card burned toeat at Kittredge and money can be raised as soon as
on Tuesdays, the College gives the possible. People-to-Peop- le

Math Department Grants Improve Facilities
component for introductory courses,
which makes Maple software readily
In their latest series of grants, which recognizable to any student who has
was approved last summer, the Na- recently taken a math course. The
tional Science Foundation awarded a second aspect the lab adds to math$26,000 grant to the department of ematics courses is cooperative learnmathematical sciences to support an ing.
laborateaching techinnovative, computer-base- d
The group-base- d
Macinnique has proven to be an effective
tory. The laboratory, utilizing
tosh Ilsi computers, allows for group-base- d means of learning. Instead of workteaching of classes in algebra, ing in isolation, students interact in
groups of three or four. Commenting
trigonometry and calculus.
The laboratory is apartofaproject on the group method, John Ramsay,
undertaken by the department to re- assistant professor of mathematical
vise the introductory math courses sciences at the College of Wooster,
stusaid "Mathematicians have not tradiaimed at first-- and second-yedents in an attempt to further an un- tionally used team approaches to
derstanding of mathematics and its problem solving, but I'm convinced
place within the world. The program this is the way we should be teaching
is all part of a national trend toward mathematics. You should see how
new ways of teaching the sciences. involved the students become
The courses which specifically use there's an electricity in the air in that
and cal- lab."
the lab are the
Potential use of the laboratory is
culus classes.
Currently, there are two ways in not limited to mathematics. It is adaptwhich the laboratory is functioning able to other subjects, especially the
within the department and in indi- natural sciences. Ramsay noted that
vidual classes. It provides a technical Wooster's department of physics
ALEAR. HENLE
Voice Staff Writer
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Condoms in Dorms
'Responsible Position'
Continued from page

selling condoms to students may
1
immoral, but I think this is a
seem
looking for," in order to find the
more moral response,'' he continued.
condoms.
If implemented, condoms would
Responding to concerns over what
moral position the SGA was advocati- be available for purchase in the vendng,-DeGraw
staled, "We're not ing machines of Wagner, Compton,

looking to make a statement about
free love...this is a serious, sincere
issue; it's something that needs to be
done." Citing the increasing numbers of reported AIDS cases and

sexually transmitted diseases,
DeGraw stressed that installing
condoms in vending machines where
they will be easily accessible to students is the responsible thing to do,
in order to prevent the spread of such
diseases. "I think we're taking the
responsible position by using foresight," stated DeGraw.
:

"cnimvoi

ieciM.

..nqsomelevel

Babcock, Holden, Luce, Bissman,
Douglass and Andrews Halls. While
DeGraw could not be certain, he
expressed confidence that the SGA
proposal would be approved. "It's
highly likely, but not guaranteed,'
he stated.

DeGraw felt that President
Copeland respected the SGA for the
extensive research done by Senators
Lorenzo Navarro 92 and Came
Stoddard '93. According to DeGraw,
probecause of the
posal, "We were able to answer all
his questions." '
well-document-

ed
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Microsoft Word 5.0 is here!
If you purchased Microsoft Word 4.0 after Sep. 1 , 1 991 your
upgrade is free!! All you need to do Is send a copy of your sales
receipt with you request for a free upgrade to:
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Microsoft Corporation, One Microsoft Way,
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Financial Aid
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Department 1121 Redmond, WA 98052-639- 3
ATTN: KathyHiggins
Word 4.0 prior to September 1 , 1 991 it is
Microsoft
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cheaper for you to purchase a new copy of Microsoft Word 5.0 ($62.
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than to pay for an upgrade. ($129 $5.50 SH):
r if vou have any further questions,
'
please contact Kim Strollo, Taylor Hall 31 1 ,
Ext-224- 5.
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The Immigration Service and DioAmnesty eligibility rests on six cese also acts as a social worker,
preference points. Smith said. 'helping refugees find apartments and
Among these points are: Married employment Also, the Lutheran
Service assists the govand unmarried sons and daughters
(4-of Americans 5 year, wait); ernment in selecting those eligible
spouses and wives; brothers and sis- for alien status and permanent resiyear dency.
ters of U.S. citizens (22-2- 6
indiS ince the passing of the Amnesty
wait); employment-base- d
viduals possessing outstanding Law in 1989, Smith has helped reloskills; and professional persons cate some 600 people, representing
with advanced degrees. Of those 34 nationalities,, in Columbus. Of
that apply. Smith immigration the refugees allowed into the country, Smith said persons from Afapproves only three percent.
The Lutheran Immigration Ser- ghanistan, Ethiopia, Albania and
make up the highest pervice and Catholic Diocese of Co- Amer-Asi- a
lumbus, who has employed Smith centile of those applying for citizensince 197S, is mainly responsible ship, and that America plays second
Europe and Australia in
for relocating refugees who are re- Fiddle-tferred to them by the government terms of amnesty applications.

'

.

.

v

plans to eventually use it for one of its
courses.
. Not only has the mathematics department received a grant from the
National Science Foundation but,
within the past few years, it has also
received three other grants. The
United States Department of Education has funded the Maple programs,
through its Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education.
A Mellon Foundation Grant, which
ends this sprffig, has supported the
integration; of humanities and sciences. The departmen t offers a course
known as Math 200 or Mathematics
in Contemporary Society which includes a series of videos portraying
the ways math is used in the "real
world."
A Charles A. Dana Foundation
Grant, also ending this semester, supports Wooster's mathematics professors as they introduce teaching methods designed to encourage group
problem-solvinThese methods are
now used throughout Wooster's
mathematics curriculum
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Band-Ai- d
GINA M. BOMBACI
Once again, George Bush has
the imelligenceof the American
electorate. In his State of the Union

in-sui-ted

Address last week, the President
wrapped himself in the flag as blatantly as when he made flag burning
and the Pledge of Allegiance into campaign issues in' 1988.
To his credit. Bush's speech did
contain a measure of substance. He
offered suggestions, if sometimes of
dubious philosophical soundness or
practicality, on topics ranging from
military spending to the economy to
health insurance and the federal deficit. Yet these proposals were nearly
drowned out by a torrent of nationalist
rhetoric that was stunning in its arrogance.
According to B ush andor his speech
writcrs,"By the grace of God, America

February 7, 1992

Patriotism Will Not Stand

won the Cold War The Cold War and elsewhere.
B ush went on to say , A world once
it was won."
didn't 'end
This assertion is wrong in two cru- divided into two armed camps now
recognizes one sole and
cial aspects.
First, it is ironic to state that the LLS. power, the United States of America."
years
This type of political posturing de'won anything from forty-fiv- e
deserves
to be designated as "Band- - Aid
mass
weapons
in
of
of invesffnent
struction rather than improving the patriotism".
patriotism? It is
What is Band-Ai-d
lives of human beings, support for
pre-emine-

nt

the use of simplistic nationalist imagvarious regimes that, while
were often far from demo- ery and slogans to superficially boost
cratic, and an atmosphere of hate, fear, morale, while diverting attention from
and suspicion directed toward hun- the true magnitude and complexity of
dreds of millions of ordinary people. existing problems. It is an attempt to
Thus the Cold War was not won, as treat ailments requiring major national
a glance at our national debt readily surgery with the political equivalent of
a Band-Aireveals. It ended.
Since this tactic allows problems to
Secondly, authoritarian communism
was not primarily deposed by the ILS.. remain unsolved almost indefinitely,
as Bush claims, but from within by it is, despite its patriotic appearance,
g
of the
Soviet reformers and dissidents and antithetical to the
their counterparts in Eastern Europe country.
anti-commu- nist,

d.

well-bein-

Witness Bush's attempt to alleviate
fears about the current recession by
summoning faded glory from the Persian Gulf War with the recycled phrase.
This will not stand." Is it realistic to
equate the subtle task of economic
revitalizaiion with a display of military force?
Bush's creative use of the word
"demagogue' as a verb is bad enough

("Never has an issue been more
demagogued by its opponents" than
the capital gains tax cut.) His irresponpatriotism to
sible use of Band-Ai- d
advance his own popularity is worse.
Sadly, in an election year, "this is
only the first of a meaningless barrage
of campaign slogans soon to pass jarringly by our ears.
Please, Mr. President, get into touch
with reality and spare us the platitudes.
Voters are not as stupid as you think.

Does Clinton Wear Boxer Shorts?
MICHAEL MATTISON
I was going to title this article "High
HopcsXowZippcr."but then I thought,
'why should I add to the barrage of
cheap shots directed towards Bill
Clinton?" And I guessed I realized that
I was more worried about the coverage
of Clinton's alleged indecency than
the alleged indecency itself. Everyone
from the tabloids to the Times is concerned about the allegations of adultery that face the governor of Arkansas.
From where has this perverse curiosity sprung? It is not exactly new, as
Gary Hart was subjected to its whims
in 1988, but it seems to be gaining
strength and supporters as it moves
along. Perhaps we are too accustomed
Tkt WooMUr Voice is newspaper of the
College of Wooster community, managed
and produced exclusively by i tudents. The
Vote it published each Friday during the
academic school year, except during examination and break periodss. Opinions
expressed herein are not necessarily those
of the student body, faculty, college administration, of the Voict staff. Bylined pieces
reflect only the opinions of the writers. Tkt
Woosttr Voict encourages all typed, double-space- d
letters to the editor which do not
exceed 300 words. Leaers mast contain the
writer's full name, address, and telephone
umber in order lo be considered for publication. Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
on Tuesday to be considered for the following Friday's publication. The Vote stiff
reserves the right to bold or edit any letter
which it receives. Subscriptions to Tkt
Wocaur Voict are $30 per year and S20 per
semester. Overseas subscriptions are SSO.
Subscription orders and other commentary
should be addressed to:
Tkt Woosttr Voict
Box
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moral criterion may be appropriate in
some cases, as when deciding whether
Jimmy Swaggart practices what he
preaches or is simply a hypocritical
charlatan. This though, is the realm of
politics, and certain factors should gain
priority over others.
How has Q in ton dealt with Arkaneconomic and employment diffisas
place.
in
first
the
of my business
What tax programs has he
culties?
an
is
fidelity
I
Although do believe
implemented?
or plans on implementof1
marriage (and good
integral part
stereo systems), and that politicians ing? What type of foreign policy reshould attempt to provide examples of sume would he bring to the White
good behavior, I am resigned to the House? What is his stand on civil
e
people are not rights? on the environment? Clinton
fact that
run for po- should be examined by concerned citihardly
ever
and
abundant;
litical office. At the moment I would zens facing unsure times, not repressed
settle for mere competency. Setting a Continued on page 6

most, Mr. and Mrs. Clinton, have
that their marriage has not been
guests who readily confess everything from nymphomania to an perfect, but that they have worked
through their problems. They are in
unnatural attraction for kitchen utensils. We hear so much "dirt" that we love and committed to each other.
have become addicted. No matter That should be enough. If Mrs. Clinton
what the situation is, let's hear the expressed her loyalty to her husband, I
gossip. But is this an appropriate atti- am satisfied. And it really wasn't any
to the weekly prattling of lame

talk-sho- w

tude to bring to a political campaign?
Are we asking the right questions?
I do not think so. We could endlessly debate the Clinton question, and
some people probably will: did he
sleep with Gennifcr Flowers? did he
not? is she lying for money? is she not?
docs Clinton wear boxer shorts? does
Flowers? But that is not the point. The
two people to whom it should matter

con-firm- ed

error-pron-
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'Hey Biff! Let's Blow Some Ones, Pound Some Barley
The acid was wearing off and I was
coming down hard. Luckily I had
some coke left, and a little tequila. So
I blew a few lines on my fraternity
picture.
"Here, my brother said, "You'll
need to chase that. You've gotta
write."
I asked him what, and downed the
black dogs he handed me, with a shot
of tequila.
Letter to tne eaitor. you asxea
me to remind you. Last Night you
were mumbling things. Something

about Brownshirts at Wooster,
clueless bastards. Land of Oz, and

heinous accusations."
He left and I started talking to myself again -t- rying to write. The coke
was playing with my mind -- 1 couldn't
focus.
So I made a list of what I had to do
today. 1. Call mommy and daddy -- I
need money. 2. Cash the check they
sent me last week I'm outa pot and,
I guess I should buy some school books
too. 3.PickupacasefiromDino's. 4.
Get laid. 5. Go to class (what a bitch).
Jesus, what a day. It's pretty sobering to make a list out like that. But at
least it helped me remember what I
wanted to write about. Two guys with

-

their twisted ideas of conformity and those Greeks are either screwing or
status quo. These boys are rebels; man passed out."
"Yeah, in the gutter."
are they really setting the standard
Then try this one, "I bet they don't
today let's be like them. Of course
that would be conforming, but as long even know what their letters stand for."
And if it's after midnight, get crazy.
as it is their way it's okay by me
See what the letters stand for. (Use
because those guys are REBELS.
"KAT -Here's what we have to do; throw nutty words only).
Knickerbockers Antideluvian...
caution to the wind. Go ahead, do
movie. All the Greeks Tprbernites."
a
Finally, get it all down and send it
are passing out. Go ahead and rent
into
the school paper. Give it a catchy
over,
when
Then,
2."
it's
Hard
"Die
with
the title like "Rebels Without a Clue."
and nobody wants to play
Don't worry about generalizations.
whips anymore, and everybody is tired
of nosewhistling showtunes eneralize. Don't worry ifyou've lumped a group
It's easy. Start like this, "I bet of people together accused them of

-

-

it-r-

ent

.

"
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having the same faults; being mindless
with no other concerns
other than beer sales and sweatshirts.
I have goddamn mind and so does
every other student, Greek or not, on
this campus! Who are you to sell me
short? And I guarantee that if any race
was generalized like the Greeks were
in last week's article, the school would
make them pay. (And deservedly so).
But because the article was about the
"Greek system," it was okay. '
Thank God I'm done. A couple
beers, maybe I'll fire up this pipe and,
"Hey Biff, I'm done. Let's party!"
C. Chase Walker '92

Organizations Do Not Equal Conformity: Look Up Hypocrisy
In regards to the last issue of The
Wooster Voice I feel it almost necessary to com men ton the absolute pile of
(well you know what word I'm thinking of), article that Mr. Michael Provost and Mr. C Mason Hallman decided to write.
First off, I agree with our Amendments and in freedom of expression
but not in what these two idiots had to
say. I would love to ask what drug they
were on when they wrote it, but of.
course they probably got it from GTK
that's Gotta Tap'a Keg'a, our new

Greek organization on campus. You
mention, and I say this with a load of
sarcasm, that we Greeks, (yes, not
only have I been a member for four
years, but I am God Forbid the President), that we have, "conformist and
attitudes".
I
The question pose to you two is, what
organizations do you belong to?
Well, first you belong to a large
group of people who have followed
the American tradition and have come
to college, whoops, a little conformity
there. Second, I hope, for the sake of
self-inclusive.mass-mi-

nded

Prejudice of Greeks Charged
How presumptuous and pompous class between bouts of drunkenness
of Mr. Provost and Mr. Hallman to and lust, cashing mommy and

assume that they have cornered the
market on free thought I now definitely believe that the Voice will
print any opinion because their article is the biggest bunch of prejudiced, biased crap that I have ever
read.
They defined conformity so that
even a conforming, frat boy like me
can understand, so let me return the
favor. Prejudice is defined by Philip
Mason as a judgement "based on a
fixed mental image of some group or
class of people and applied to all
individuals of that class without being tested against reality."
This is what I would call thought
terrorism. It leads to things such as
racism and sexism but some people
are too caught up in free thought to
bother themselves with thinking
about this. They are totally correct
though, one would never see ah Independent trying to fit in with a
specific clique or social group, passing notes, falling asleep in class
(which should have stopped somewhere around sixth grade), going to

daddy's (as they so quaintly put it)
cheques, or thinking "Hey Biff, class
is over, let's party!" These are their
observations and let me tell them
something, the biggest and only dif-ference between Independents and
Greeks are the letters on our
sweatshirts of which they believe
that we have no idea what they mean.
Is it that you, Mr. Provost and Mr.
Hallman, do not know what these
letters mean.
Most of the time when someone
writes a quality article, they do some
kind of research to back up their
conclusions. Not only is there no
research to their observations but
they are blatantly stereotypical.
These are the things which free thinkers at Wooster try to avoid. Considering that Greeks at this institution
are the minority, those of us who
have chosen the Greek route are the
ones who have chosen the individual,
road which is less
traveled and that, as Robert Frost
has said, has made all the difference.
Travis Moyer '92
non-confor-

mist

you being a hypocrite, that you don't
belong to SG A, SAB or any group that
has a purpose. No program houses, or
purpose halls in a dorm; you must
randomly pick classes, otherwise you
would be conforming.
I guess that you are both atheist
because religion is an organization or
that neither of you played organized
sports, another group. You sure as hell
don't have many friends because you
seem very afraid to be associated with
other people, or as you both phrased it,
a "clique". Pretty lonely life you lead.
As far as money and the other mindless attributes you gave those of us
who belong to Greek organizations,
would you like to see my check book.
I do not get some huge check from

"mommy and daddy". I make my own
money, pay for my own car; i.e. car
payment, insurance, gasoline, and repairs. I really hope your mommy and
daddy don't send you a check or are
you both getting paid to come up with
irrelevant crap to write for the Voice. I
would not pay you and by the way, I
am the Production Editor for the Voice
and that's an organization, so shoot me.
I would really like to know where
you got all your information about
Greeks. I know that from your perspectives that neither of you haveever
been in a Greek organization and that
is precisely why you have absolutely
no clue as to what type of people they
attract. I'll answer the posed question,
they attract all types of people. Intel

ligent, funny, black, white, yellow,
some green, women, men, some in
between, sporty, sad, tall, short, fat,
skinny, all types.
The world is an organized place
fellas, you might as well get used to it.
Oh but I forgot, you two plan to buy a
house together after you graduate and
board up all the windows and doors
and keep away from a society that you
might be a part of. I'd say you need to
look up a few words in the dictionary.
Start with hypocrite.
Jeanene Spohn '92
President of Alpha Gamma Phi
Production Editor, The WoosterVoice
(I could go on but, I think you get the

picture.)

Even Freethinkers Need Friends
If one is to truly "pay homage
to the god of Thought," one might
try experimenting with some
thought for themselves. - Quoting from Webster's Collegiate
Dictionary does not make one a
scholar.

Certainly

cliques (social

groups) are ubiquitous to any
society - hence the term "social
groups." However, they do serve
useful purposes in the betterment
of all humans - and Greeks.
For instance, as individuals
who are freethinkers, we have an
obligation to enlighten and inform those whom we feel are not
living up to their potential. Social groups allow for their members greater means of communication and support for the individual within any given group.
The establishment of norms profor individes the corner-ston- e
viduality and free thought with

out something to rebel against,
none of us could be rebels. .
As for the passing of notes and
falling asleep in class, do these
not go against the status quo established by professors and administrators who wield the power
to dictate the proper course of
action within their classrooms
and on their campus? Have our
attentions never waned from a
lecture? and if not, why are we
so easily led?
One need not invoke violence
in effort to be an individual -being stratified and alone is not
the earmark of individuality or
free thought.
Many of these so called freethinkers lack the spontaneity and
tolerance for those who aren't of

'.

the same design. To explore withe
and moout bias the
life-styl-

tives of another individual requires a recepti veness often lack

;
:

party-goe- rs

ing in those who measure others
with the mercy of Osiris. Those
who feel the need to invoke violence in order to call attention to
their uniqueness are no better

than those who wear Greek
sweatshirts in effort to promote
their establishment.
Most college students chose
their respective campuses because of the atmosphere and the
So
notion that they will "fit-in.- "
why should it be of any surprise
for one to discover a college campus to be homogeneous? Indeecf,
the shock would be true if it were
not. People, as social animals;
need to find an environment in
which they can not only survive,
but thrive... and in order to thrive,
one cannot be victim to the hostile attitudes of others. Even freethinkers need friends.
Rebecca Nussbaum 95
Mary Tartir '95

;
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Look Beyond the Letters: Deal? Deal. 'Free Thinkers' Not So Free

Michael Provost and C. Mason has a choice in everything they do.
HaHman's article is just two
Some people choose to study, others
"free thinkers" massaging their egos at blow off their classes.
the expense of the rest of the campus.
People choose to pledge a Greek
Rather than addressing real issues, such organization.
Some choose not to
as
free
speech
campuses,
on
alcohol,
college
others da No one is
drink
and
Conformity becomes truly destructive students an option, in the same way
they
moan
and
how
groan
anything
they
expected
to do
about
at the College
only m large degrees. We feel that other campus organizations do, and no
feel
isolated, by the Greek system, of Wooster beyond living up to the
such an atmosphere is not present organization should have to constantly
professors, and me person sitting policies in the Scot's Key. If the
their
within Clubs and Sections.
defend itself against these, stereotypiacross
from them at lunch. They don't College of Wooster does not live up to
While the "group of friends" afore- cal accusations.
seem
realize that the College of Provost and Hallman's expectations,
to
mentioned share certain similarities
There is an obvious lack of commuWooster
has
a very diverse campus, they should transfer to an institution
they also, as a "group" of individuals, nication between Greeks and Indepenand
every
single person is going to that conforms to their ideals of "free
not
possess distinct qualities andatlributes. dents on this campus. Club and Secconform
their
ideas of free thought. thought."
to
These differences exists in Clubs and tion leaders need to make an effort to
Every
person
the
Chris Glaser '92
at Col lege of Wooster
Sections as well. Although Greek highlight some of the constructive
similarities are more visible because projects in which they are involved.
they are institutionalized, their differ- At the same time Independent students
ences, though obvious to those within need to make an effort to recognize the
"Organized Religion bothers me." corporate manner, religion becomes,
each organization, are denied credit by differences within each Club and SecWhat
do people mean when they say alive and real. Religion, when it has
those not personally involved. Those tion.
who associate with Club and Section
Here's a start-- 1 won't call you Zeta, this? Do they mean it's domineering, ORGANITY. is relatable and real. It
oppressive, demanding of a particular gives unity, creativity, and freedom
members daily realize this individual- - ' if you don't call me GDI.
world view "or else"? In that case, from oppression (maybe what you ality and benefit from members' ideas, Deal? DeaL
they're
using the wrong word. "IN- ways wanted your parents' church or
friendships, and experiences. A
Michael McTiernan "93
STITUTIONAL
religion" is a more synagogue to be). It's COMMUNITY.
similarities common, but they are C.O.W. student should not be defined
Lisa Ostermueller "94
accurate term.
But COMMUNITY doesn't always
"You must believe this, or you are equal our conception of freedom. "I
not welcome here." That's INSTITUhave the freedom to do whatever I
"meaning
is
It
TION.
with
structure
want."
We associate freedom with
Responding to the article "Conse- - around a woman's choice of physical terminated a pregnancy, (and thereby a
the
for
uvioctrination
dogma."
independence
It
from everyone and evof
quences of Choice,' I must say that I activities. It is a maoer of accepting life), is viewed as such a positive and
INSTIthan
offers.
commands
rather
erything.
products of the modWe're
cried. IwasnxATdbythetesunxraesof , responsibility for the life that has begin empowering experience, why does it
TUTION
active
dams
the
river
INSTITUTION.
em
of
American
We
thesetwowomenarid,noitwasnotinrhe
as a resulted that choice.
leave so much pain behind, even for
knowing
bemassive,
and
stagORGANIZED
religion
fear
creates
not
sense that I am now sympathetic to the
Icried for the pain of these two women those who feel it was the bright choice?"
IN-- S
lakes
oppression.
Maybe
nant
of
offensive,
cause
because
but
it's
it's
cause of Pr&Choice. I noted how care- and for millions of others like them, who
And a question to the
11 IUTIONAL religion (maybe your COMMUNITY. Italics our indepenfully the reporter included the points having made the choice of abortion are "If engaging in sexual relations presents
parents' church or synagogue) is what dent,
presently suffering erncoonally. Ican-n- sucharangeof emotional turrrxxT(frorn
bothers you.
attitudes. In that case, we're
offered "Kan" material and verbal
say that I understand, but I truly unhappy individuals after the relation- this;
believe
you
"We
are
welcome
bothered
by the wrong thing. We
information abcuheropti
sympathize.
ship ends to the decision of life or death
here
you
see
do,
if
to
too."
religion
That's blame
(particularly ChristianI cried hrcansft the point is being
IwishloadlessmyFroChoicefriends
through abortion), is it really worth it?
ORGANITY. It "meaning with strucity) for being the very thing we've now
missed. It is not an issue revolving and pose this question, "If the choice lo
Kitamu Bamfield'94
ture to enhance understanding." It pre- become: oppressive. Our truest freesents rather than demands. ORGANITY dom may lie in that which we avoid,
enables rivers of understanding to flow fear and defy.
by channelling it By unifying worAllen Lincoln 92
The 10iiaxnicstnp has been bothleads lo the thus inevitable racism, for it question the legitimacy of this comic ship in an active, personal and yet
Member of W.CF. and J.S.A.
ering me for a long time now. It first is impossible lo ignore the many differ- strip, therefore, on three grounds. First is
struck me as being juvenile, with little ences that we, as the human race, find the lack of satire, adventure, or comedy
redeeming value, with the possible ex- among us. If there is any hope for (which are usually thought lo accom
ception of the satire involved in the hilarihumanity as a species, it lies in the real- pony a comic strip). Second is the lack of
ous names used to idnify "our heroes." ization that we have the capacity to re- artistic merit, which is, admittedly, a Continued from page 4
Isn't it .surprising the amount of
Ilhcxighmbbrxi, that each stnp seemed joice in our marry differences. We must purely subjectivecriteria. FmaHy,I quessexologists who giggle at the first no- press Clinton receives for supposedly
the same, with no plot or sense of direcstrive lo learn from our differences, not tion the sermonizing arrinide that per- tion of naked people. As Clinton himdoing to Miss Flowers what Bush,
tion. I thought I'd have to write in when seek lo hide from them or to destroy vades the strip. While there is certainly a self stated, we should worry more about Reagan, and assorted others have been
one week (one-hapage of the Voice) them. The only salvation from racism is time and a place for a sermon, k does not our collective future than his individual doing to this country for years? What
was used k) "recap" (react rehash) the lo understand and appreciate that, while strike me that this is a.
past.
are we voting for, a national adminisevents lo date (Le. boredom), but I kept we are not an the same, it is through these
Sounds good to me. BuuJhavea trator or a poster boy?
Ifl am going lo be preached lo, as I feel
my peace. After reading the last segment very differences that we can begin to that I am when I read the strip. I would feeling that we might not be able to
Iam notadvocatingClinton for Presiof the MO.R, however. I can no longer more fully realize what life is truly all like forethought lo go into the sermon. I sling off our craving for insidious in- dent. I haven't yet decided which
restrain myself. The main message to be about.
take immense displeasure when I find formation and our penchant for voy candidate I feel is the most qualified.
drawn from this strip is, as the "Hero"
For those who preach the way K peace myself given the antithesis of what Land eurism, hor anyone who ever worried But I am advocating that we rethink
pleads, to "over sic look difference." and harmony, lo seemingly be either every other member of this college (and about the Orwellian concept of Big the ways in which we determine a
This b defeatist, and needs to be shown indifferent or ignorant to this fundamenworld) need lo hear. We must not shun Brother. Look Out!
candidate's qualifications. The Flowas such.
tal truth is reprehensible, and brings the ' difference, but instead, Lve for a.
What's worse, Big Brother not only ers fiasco has already cost Clinton
It is this typeofccnfomiistaaituderhat
strong taste of bile to my mouth. I
Kevin Anderson 92 exists, he is us. We are him. The some poll points, and I don't think
voting public is so interested in open- that's exactly fair.
iif
jim- i:i)tMMj
i " f i
ing closets and peering under covers
If you want to decide whether or not
iih
that some substantial issues are being to vote for CI in ton, listen to his words
forgotten. Things like the national and examine his record of political
debt, the unemployment rate, the decisions. But please, stay out of his
economy as a whole.
bedroom. You don't belong there.
While there are apparent shortcomings within tbeGreek system.the "Conformity" Viewpoint letter of January
31. 1992, Ls, in addition to being verbose, uninformed and unoriginal. Although we have chosen different directions, one as an Independent and
one as a Club member, we feel strongly
in defending the Greek system from
such accusations.
The observation that there is a degree of conformity within Clubs and
Sections is an exercise in the obvious.
Yet k is unfair to limit such judgements to these organizations. Conformity transcends these groups and is
present throughout the student body.
It is common for any group of friends
to share similarities, such as sense of
humor, tastes in clothes, and interests
in athletics. Often times these groups
of friends choose to live together in
program houses, block housing, or off
campus housing. Not only are these

natural.
by three letters on a sweatshirt, but
The term "Conformity" attaches a rather by their actions, values, and
negative connotation that is contributions to the College commu
undeserved. People should feel free to nity as a whole.
associate with whomever they choose.
The fact is that Greek life offers

so-call- ed
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So Sorry Phi Sigma Alpha Wooster's Disease ofthe Week: Apathy

I would like to take this opportunity
to formally apologize to the gentlemen
of the section Phi Sigma Alpha for my
friends and me sitting at "their table"
during lunch on Saturday, February 1.
1992. It was your typical crowded
Saturday lunch at Ixwry, and I, with
my chicken erKMadamhand, searched
about for a place to sit
After getting my beverages, I saw
that my friends had sat down at the first
long table across from the beverage
machines on line two. I hesitated a
moment before moving toward the
table, because I knew that h was normally occupied by Sigs. However, the
table was empty and no other place
was available.
Yet, I could not have anticipated the
hostile reaction that we received from
these men upon their arrival in Lowry.
Therric&populajgreetmgwerecerved
was "What the hell is this?" Then
usually followed by: "Where the F

,C

can see it right here at Wooster (ask who are being hurt by poverty, starvaany of the people who tried to get sign- tion, or whatever the unnecessary evil
ups for "soup and bread"). This dis- is. They are hurt simply through the
jf
ease, which is consuming millions, is faa that there is no one (or, at least, not
enough people) who cares enough to
called apathy.
make an effort to alleviate their sufferApathy is defined as a "lack of interest or concern: indifference." This ing.
If more people noticed apathy in
means that when a person hears someif more people cared about
action:
fails
to
act
them,
but
racdisturbs
that
thing
But perhaps the most amazing reac- slavery, and the continuation of
who
are less fortunate; if more
apaothers
from
suffering
tion came from a senior Sig member ism. Currently it may be seen as a against it, they are
make an effort, or even
would
people
somehomelessness. thy. When a person knows that
in
who strolled up and down the table factor
slightly
out of their way, for other,
undereducalion, famine, and many thing that is morally wrong is happen- go
growling:
Sig other vile tortures that may be ended ing, but fails to make an effort to stop and if more people actually defended
Sig table
"Sig table
it, they are suffering from apathy. their claimed ethics, there would be no
with but a little effort
taWe!"
This disease has reached epidemic People who fail to act against anything hope for apathy.
I understand friends wanting to eat
With a little effort, apathy could be
together, but not at the expense of proportions in our very own country, that they know is not right for fear of
- destroyed forever.
Someone should
even
or
criticized,
slandered,
being
iritimidating others. So please accept and is known to flourish among the
people about
leach
an
to
make
effort
apathy.
from
suffering
are
my extremely sincere apology for try- young: primarily college students who ostracized
fervor in
excite
apathy,
of
dangers
the
which
one
This disease is not
ing toeat my lunch on your territory. If think that they are liberal, who think
or,
masses,
at least,
the
hearts
immedithe
of
harms those who are in
I had known that this would send you that they are doing their fair share to
principles.
own
into such hysteria, I would have sat on make the world a better place, or who ate contact with it. It is, however, stand up for their
edithink that they would be better off morally weakening, and destructive to Maybe someone should write an
the floor!

are we supposed to sit?" After finally
seating themselves at the table, a few
selected members of Phi Sigma Alpha
gladly offered us the life history of the
Sig Table." "Eversince I can remember this has been the Sig table."
Tve never known anybody else to
sit at this table." .

MICHAEL PROVOST
C MASON HALLMAN
I only had a heart.. There isadisease plaguing the world.
In the past it has been cited as a contributor to such disasters as the horrors
committed by the Nazi Reginie known
as the Holocaust, the proliferation of

di-rec- tly

Respectfully,
Steve Collins
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minding their own business.
You can read about it in class, you
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the individual in the long not
The real sufferers, initial Iy , are those
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torial about it Maybe we should, but
frankly, we couldn't be bothered.
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Sometimes to do your best work,
all you need is a change of scenery
The new Apple Macintosh PowerBook" computers
give you the freedom to work anywhere you want, any
time you want.
They're small enough to fit in a book bag. Powerful
enough for your toughest class assignments. And they're
affordable, too
They run virtually aD Macintosh software. And can
run for up to three hours on a single banery charge.
They can be expanded to up to 8MB of memory and
come standard with plenty of hard disk storage.
The Apple SuperDrive" disk drive reads from and
formatted disk- swrites to Macintosh and

allowing you to exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer. Add SoftPC and
S
programs, too
you can run
With built-i- n AppleTalk Remote Access software
and a modem, you can use a PowerBook to retrieve
files from your project partner's Macintosh without
leaving the library. Or log on to the library computer
without leaving your room.
There are three models from which to choose:
the PowerBook 100 is the lightest, most affordable
PowerBook, the PowerBook 140 offers higher
MS-DO-

MS-DO- S

For farther information contact
.' KimStrolIoinTayiorHall
Room 311 Ext. 2245

performance and a built-i- n Apple SuperDrive disk drive,
and the PowerBook 170 is the
PowerBook. All three offer bright, adjustable backlit
screens and the simplicity of Apple's latest system
software innovation System 7. And their ergonomic,
design makes them cwnfortable to use-- no
matter where you do your best work.
See the PowerBook computers at our place today,
and while you're in, be sure to ask us for details about
the Apple Computer Loan.
There's no telling where a PowerBook could
highest-performan-

all-in-o-

ce

ne

take you.
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Political Reflections on Abortion
EMILY SILVERMAN
Voice Feature Editor

(Part II. in a three part series)
In the January 31 issue of The
Voice, two College women, with

pseudonyms "Kathryn" and
"Kim" brought readers into the
first-han- d
experiences with abortion which they faced. This
week, Kathryn and Kim discuss
their political views about and
personal opinions regarding Roe
vs. Wade, and its importance in
the decisions they made.
Before taking a stance on Roe
vs! Wade or related topics. Kim
described her position on the
matter as actually somewhat split,
and pointed out that she was at
one time shocked by the idea of
abortion.
"Believe me. there was a day I
couldn't believe women were terminating their pregnancies. After a few years of learning more
about the abortion issue. I found
I agreed with points on both sides
of the issue. I didn't like the idea
of aborting a fetus, but I strongly
supported a woman's right to
choose what to do with her own
body."
Kim stressed that Roe vs. Wade
was "one of the most important
pieces of legislation concerning
women.

"This ruling gives women the
right to choose what happens to
their bodies. This right allows a
pregnant woman to decide what
is best for herself and for the
fetus inside her."
Kathryn spoke about the opinadvocates
ion 61 many pro-lif- e
that young women often use abor-tio- o
as a form of birth control,
acting in a careless fashion because they figure they can always abort should they become
pregnant.
She agreed with this opinion,
yet she also felt a woman must
still have a choice.
"Abortion should never be an
easy choice, but it needs to stay
an option.'' It needs to stay an
option for all the Fifteen year-old- s
and all the drug addicted
and all those who use birth control and have it fail."
Kim's outlook for the future of
Roe vs. Wade was not optimistic.
"I don't believe Roe vs. Wade
will be fully overturned as many
advocates
pro-lif- e
and
pro-choi- ce

believe. However, I do think the
upcoming Pennsylvania case will
help the conservative Supreme
Court (similar to many other
branches of government that lack
in female representation) show
how they plan to chisel away at
women's reproductive freedom.
A string of abortion issue cases
from other states will ensue. The
Court will use these opportunities to break down Roe vs. Wade.
The Court will allow restrictions
and limitations in each state to
go so far that Roe vs. Wade will
eventually hold absolutely no
ground."
Kathryn's predictions were initially pessimistic, but. for her
there is some hope.
"To be completely honest. I believe it will become illegal, but
not for long.
I don't think this
United
States government has any idea
what's going to happen if
lion is made illegal. So many
children are already abused and
neglected.
"I'm tired of pregnancy being
treated like a crime. If it weren't
for birth control. 90 per cent of
the women on this campus would
be pregnant. It's unfathomable
how women are tolerating this.
There are so many ways to get
involved."
Kim demanded that the Supreme Court "come right out and
show where it stands."
"The Court should also announce its favor or repeal of Roe
vs. Wade before the presidential
election of 92. Then we will see
the candidates' true colors. From
what we know now the Republimovecans support the pro-lif- e
ment and the Democrats are for
e.
It would be a major
political mistake to change sides
on the abortion issue. If the Court
makes its final verdict before the
November elections, we'll see if
the candidates have a backbone,
and what side of the abortion issue the majority of American
voters support."
Kathryn felt that, by taking
away their right to a legal abortion, the Supreme Court would
be literally condemning women.
"What ever happened to innocent until proven guilty? It's
been thrown completely out the
window."
pro-choic-
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vice chair said, "It was great to get
involved with the Wooster community and be able to see the results of
our efforts. It was a lot of fun and
very rewarding for our members."
Zeta Phi Gamma hopes to continue to help the Beacon House by
donating additional money to keep
the house in top shape as new women
move in.

The Punishment Was Too Lenient'

Continued from page

1
pageessay addressing his reactions to the
material with which he was presented.
"I don't feel John received enough
punishment. The school is so small
that something more needed to bedone.
The fact is that I still see him every day.
I hear things about him and I don't feel
the punishment was effective His
reputation is such that I think he's
continuing to do things like this. The
didn't give me enough concern, they didn't give me enough credi L
The punishment was loo lenient."
Ana wanted John to be moved to a
residence hall located further from her
than the one in which he then lived,
preferably to a dormitory across campus. The move failed to occur as soon
as she had hoped it would.
"He lived near me and I saw him
every day. and I wanted him to be
moved away from me. He wasn't
ard

,$

J

and Marcy Hunt '94 renovate Beacon

home for recovering alcoholic women
and their children.
Zetas volunteered their services in
Gamma has been actively involved,
involved in volunteering at the Beacon such areas as painting, washing, vacuHouse on 723 Spink Street as a com- uming, and wallpaper stripping.
About len Zetas went down each Satmunity service project.
urday and Sunday and worked between
Beacon House is actually two connected housesnd the Zetas have spent two and three hour shifts, fbra total of75
hours of cornmuniry service.
time working on the renovations. "
Marcy Hunt, Zeu Coram unity Ser
The house will be used as a halfway

J-Bo-

"

i

House's Kftchen
ZETA PHI GAMMA
For the past two weekends.Zcta Phi

f

L

moved until about nine weeks after the
initial incident."
She had some positive insights regarding the College's and the Judicial
Board's handling of the case, which
blended with her negative feelings.
"The students at Wooster will convict you. the administration will treat
you fairly. The accused have a lot of
is fair as far as not
rights. The
J-Bo- ard

automatically condemning the

ac-

cused is concerned.
She was adamant about soessing
her belief that she acted correctly in
telling someone about the incident,
and her belief that other women should
as welL
"I don't want to give women the
idea that they shouldn't report sexual
assaults or rapes to college or civil
authorities. I just think that they need
to be aware that in these types of cases,
it's difficult for the Board to know

is
who's telling the truth. The
a lovely idea but in my case it didn't
J-Bo-

ard

resolve things as effectively as it could
have. But I don't ever regret having
told someone. Don' t try to handle it by
yourself. The important thing is that
someone knows what this person is
doing.
"As difficult and painful as I knew it
was going to be to report what happened to me to strangers. I didn't want
anybody to feel as hurt and to feel as
violated as I did. If nothing else. I
wanted him to have the embarrassment of knowing that someone else
knew what he'd done.
Ann's experience, she says, was traumatic, yet she remains determined
continue on.
"Sexual assault is a big deal, but not
something you have to let ruin your
life. I have a boyfriend and a steady
relationship, and it is possible."
.
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Request fbr Lounge
Granted to Glubs aiid Sections
"-

FLACHSBART
Voice Assistant Editor
The formal lounges of Bissman
and Armington are sporting a new
look, as a result, of the recent
renovations that were just completed last week. These
KRISTIN

refur-bishme-

nts

are part of the,
College's continuing project to
living faciliimprove
on-cam'p-

One feature of the new furniture rs that lamps are bolted down
to the table's. Davis stated that
this is hot a new policy, for it was
also used in the Holden" lounge,
renovation last year. Davis commented that of all furniture items,
lamps are stolen most often, because sometimes- - students will
borrow a lamp from a lounge and
then forget to return it. : ;
There is mixed reaction to the
refurbishments by the clubs and
sections. The women of Zeta Phi
Gamma are particularly pleased
with the end result. Resident
Assistant Dot Verbrugge stated
that the club especially likes the
new furniture and the fact that
the lounge is now clean.
One problem resulting from the
renovations is the color of wallpaper. It was agreed that the
color would correspond the club
or section's colors, so the Zetas
(red and black) were to have the
peachpink while the Betas (green
and white) were to have the blue
' - ...
.
green.
Yet the colors.; were, switched
accidentally. One member of
Beta Kappa Phi stated. "We had
g
lounge bea really
fore, with comfortable chairs and
nice furniture.. While the other
-

us

ties.''"'.

.

.

Approximately $40,000 was
spent on the project, which
new furniture, lighting
facilities and wallpaper. Five of
the lounges are used by clubs and
sections, while one. is used by
male .independents living in
Armington.
According to Dwayne Davis,
director of residential life, several Creek organizations had expressed concern three years ago
over the poor conditions of the
formal lounges. The Office of
Housing and Residential Life
stated that if the groups would
lower their damage bills, the
lounges would be renovated. .
A member of each of the, Greek
organizations formed an unofficial committee which looked at
designs and colors for the furniture and wallpaper and then voted
on a uniform style.
in-elu-

ded

good-lookin-

Gardner Key 94 and Robb DeGraw '93 meet
SCTENCE PROFESSOR

MaRK WEAVER

CM

groups may now be better off,
our section isn't, and all of our
nice furniture is now sitting in
Stevenson."
Some of the women of Epsilon
Kappa Omicron are concerned
overdamages tto the furniture,
especially after one of the new
lamps was broken this past weekend. Although the club did not
damage the lamp, it will be asked
to pay for it.
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with economics professor George Galster and pctrncAL
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PHOTO BY IAN LoCKWOOD.

.We can't watch the furniture
This payment-for-damage- s
policy exists in dorms such as all the time."
Dwayne Davis said that as of
Compton and Holden as well, but
year, Andrews and Holden
not
women
last
are
some of the club
higher
repair costs than those
had
convinced. One active said,
"They put all of this expensive of club and section housing.
Housing , and Residential Life';
furniture in the lounge, knowing
we have more traffic in our lounge hopes to renovate some of the
than Compton does, so there's small houses' next year, as well as
more chance for damage here than update some of the spaces in
in Compton, and then they ex- Douglass to create more study
pect us to pay for any damage. rooms.
Comic

.4.
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"Scottish Fantasy" Highlights Orchestra Concert

Friday. Feb 8
7 p.m. Happy Hour
5--

at the Underground.

8 p.m.

Video: The I ma
Louise at the Underground. 5.50.
10-- 7
p.m. Vendor.
&

Elegant Passage.
Loutv Lounge.
Saturday, Feb 8
10- -4 p.m. Travel
TriprBelden Village Shopping liall
$2.00 deposit.
10-- 1
a.m. winter

Gala: Featuring the

Artie Shaw Orchestra.
Lowry Center Ballroom.
1
a.ra.Moon- Free
Bowling.
light
shoe rental. l2price
1-1-

NEWS SERVICES

burgh Opera. Butler County

Jeffrey Lindberj will conduct
violinist Thomas G. Wood ia Max
Brach'i "Scottish Fantasy" in a
concert by the Wooster Symphony Orchestra on S onday, February 9.
The concert, the second of the
199192 season, will begin at 4
p.m. in McGaw Chapel.
Bruch's works for violin and
orchestra were the subject of
Wood's doctoral dissertation at
the University of Wisconsin -Madison.
Wood currently is concertm aster of the Wooster Symphony and
assistant professor of music at
The College of Wooster, where
he teaches violin, viola, music
theory and suing ensemble.
Wood has been a member of
many orchestras, often as first
violin and concertmaster, includ-

(Penn.). Erie Philharmonic, Allegheny Civic, and the Allegheny Summer Music Festival.
Wood earned his master's and
bachelor's degrees in music his-loand violin at the Cincinnati
College Conservatory of Music.
The concert program also will
include Schubert's "Rosamunde"
Overture and Ravel's orchestration of Mussorgsky's "Pictures
at an Exhibition." General admission is $5, with students admitted free.
On February 20. the Wooster
Symphony will perform its annual children's concert for the
Wayne County Public Schools.

ing the Madison Symphony, Pitts

ry

The final

4

concert of the

symphony's 76th season will be
on April 26, with guest soloist
Adolph Herseth, principal trumpet of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra.

fa

w

2:30

bowlingi..ii ,k tu
Sunday. Feb 9

111

Wednesday, Feb

12

Videos at the Under
ground.
8 p.m. Parenthood
10 p.m. Runaway Train
Thursday. Feb 13 U
uesday. Feb 18

Euchre
Tournament is back
8 p.m. The

by popular demand!!

Top prize: Two Moun
tain Bikes. Held in the
College Underground.

Advanced Registration
Required. 54.00 per
I team of two.

t .) GARTH BROOKS

.9

"ROPJN THE WIND"
"NEVERMIND
"NO FENCES"
"DANGEROUS"

2. ) NIRVANA
3. ) GARTH BROOKS
4. ) MICHAEL JACKSON
5. ) HAMMER

5.)U2
7.) B0Y2

MEN
3.) MICHAEL CCLTCN
3.) METALLIC A
II

"ACHTUNG BABY"
COOLEYH G H HAR MCNY
"TIME, LOVE & TENDERNESS"
"METALLiCA- ';:;;;:';
--

::

10.) PRINCE
U. : i ty Fermbd-c-

TOOLlGlTTOGUrr

n

Frc a BILLBOARD

Violinist Thomas Wood, concertmaster of The Wooster Symphony Orchestra, will be the featured solosist in Bruch's
"Scottish Fantasy" in the WSO's February 8 concert.

I

"DIAMONDS AND PEARLS

to (iJ0&LS) Iftrass
I

-

;TOP ROP;ALBUr.lS

4vim

7:30 p.m. Classic
Film: Pinky at Matcer.
Free.

J

ncjazioe, Ftrciry

8,

1992',

HONEY FOR COLlfGC??
WE CAN HELP

Financial aid for tuition, books, or whatever.
For free information, send name & address to:
T & J CtRPENTEH CO

P.O. BOX 44086

COLS

Mkmtm&Xl

,

OH

43204-00-
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Boyz' Tackles Tough
Problems

SEAN R. HARRIS
Voice Staff Writer
In a time when

multi-millio-

n

dollar movies represent the norm
for the movie industry, it's good
to see someone come along and
create a movie that deals with
contemporary issues that effect
everyone.
Off the scale explosions and
d
laser fire seems to have
the movie industry. If
it's not Bruce or Arnold and a
$100 million price tag, then it's
not worth the bother: Tell that to
John Singleton.
Singleton, director of 'Boyz n
the Hood,' a hard hitting drama
that reads more like a day in the
life of a young African-America- n
teenager growing up under
auspices of urban life, has
brought to the silver screen a film
that transcends cinema standards
and deals with problems that most
can relate to such as AIDS, prejudice, teenage pregnancy, and responsibility.
Forced to live with his father.
Furious Styles played by Larry
Fishburne, Tre is taught how to
be a strong black man, which
water-downe-

means respecting the black
woman, asserting himself, and
taking responsibility for his actions. As a central theme,
Singleton's message of positive
black role modeling starting with
strong family figures and then
with outside influences, gives Tre
most of what he heeds to make it
in the real world. We see this in
.

Tre, played by Cuba Gooding, as
he grows up and is forced to make
decisions on his own about pre
marital sex and the use of fire
arms.
Ricky and Dough Boy, por
trayed. by Morris Chestnut and
controversial rap artist Ice Cube,
respectively, crow up with
Gooding's character and as they
grow we see how the influences
of the city and family structure
dictate the lives that they lead
Through the changes, the three
never grow apart. Ricky and Tre
share prospects of college while
Dough Boy adjusts to life out
side of penal institutions again,
but they can relate to each other,
sharing that common bond of
growing up in . the 'hood.
Apart from its intense story
line, 'Boyz has a very appealing
soundtrack. Fans of Rhythm and
Blues and Rap will delight in cuts
by artists suchasCompton's Most
Wanted, Ice Cube, and Tevin
Campbell. The depth of this
soundtrack adds the final dimension to the movie. - With attendance of 163 at the
first showing and 197 at the second., it is safe to assume that
'Boyz n the Hood' was well received by the campus in general.
For the unfortunate few that were
not able to catch it over the weekend, I strongly urge you to rent or
acquire by any means necessary.
I promise you there will not be a
frown or a dry eye in the house
when the movie is over.
.

ConcertWatch

.

compiled by Kevin Anderson
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Classic Band Provides For A Classy Evening
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The Artie Shaw Orchestra will perform at the Winter
in Lowry Center Ballroom.

Gala taking place tomorrow night from 1 0 p.m. to 1 a.m.

1950. Later he gave up the clari- larized by Shaw himself includnet altogether. That was not the ing "Begin the Beguine," and
Tomorrow, night the Winter end of the Artie Shaw Band how- "Concerto for Clarinet." Because
many of these songs originally
Gala will take place in Lowry ever.
aspirtimed in at less than 3 12 minAs a young
Center beginning at 10:00 p.m.
Always a popular event on the ing musician,' Dick Johnson ad- utes for 78 r.p.m. records, the
Wooster campus, the mood and mired and idolized Shaw and his band elaborates them with great
music of the evening will be set band. In 1980, a recording of improvisational solo work and
by the performance of the Artie Johnson was sent to Shaw whom extended codas to create almost
Shaw Orchestra. Under the di- after hearing him play declared a whole new piece.
"We open up a lot of those
rection of clarinetist Dick John- Johnson, "the best I've ever
son, this popular big band will heard." That's were the ball be- original arrangements. We'll
tune and turn
take a three-minuperform live for the gala playing gan rolling.
Through the suggestion of a it into five or ten minutes," says
classics such as "Begin the
Beguine," "Star Dust," and big band talent agent, Shaw led Johnson. Many of the Shaw com"S Wonderful," true to the big the creation of the All New Artie positions must be followed
Shaw Orchestra, now under the strictly, however; "or audiences
band style.
will think you made a mistake."
new
a
in
direction of Johnson.
The band, although
once
Because many of the pieces are
Since then, the band has
lineup, has been around for nearly
SO years when Shaw himself led again enjoyed critical acclaim so distinctive in their sound, algroup. and success as it tours the United tering them would almost be a
the
v
i
o. i
Artie Shaw was a highly regarded States playing at numerous col- sin. .
band leader and clarinetist in the lege campuses and conventions ; See1 the performance; of ' this
band plays great classic band and enjoy the
30's and '40's. However, the alike. The
many
and
popular
its
the
success
tunes from musical setting they provide for
toll
of
took
price of
popu the Winter Gala.
even
era,
big
band
those
big
in
band
the
Shaw resigned his
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor

--

16-year--

old

te

multi-instrument-

al
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First, Light
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Robyn Hitchcock

FEBRUARY

the Empire

Sth

U

the Egyptians

1 1th
with Matthew Sweet
Mth
Ebb
Nitzer
Janglers
J5th
Corrosion of Conformity 17th

the Empire

--

,

,

s

the Empire
Peabody's
Peabody's

19th,
the Empire
Underground
22nd
Mad Dog Blues Band
Clarence ."Gate mouth" Brown 24th , Peabody's
the Empire
25th
Teenage Fanclub
v
;vr
Peabody's
. 28th
,
Rythm Corps

Primal Scream

MARCH

7

CrampsRevefand Horton Heat 3rd thi Empire
the Empire
4th v'rV
Mr Big
,5th
"'"the Empire
MSG (Unplugged)
-

-

Stay tuned to90.9, your sound alternative for
more information on these, and other upcoming

Social Distortion, Manic Street
Preachers, and The Mad Dog Blues Band
shows, like

--

.

--

17-pie- ce

Gospel Ghoir Shines at MLK
Celebration in Atlanta W.
1 6 of these were chosen, Wooster
ALFRED THOMPSON
one of the six gospel choirs
was
Voice Staff Writer
the
who
got their chance to express
Martin Luther
Last year
King Jr. celebration was sug themselves in front of the many
luminaries
gested and last month it became a African-America- n
reality. Willie Wright, director both national and international
of the Wooster Chorus, felt his figures.
direcLenora Barnes-Wrigh- t,
choir had the talent and the spirit
Black
Student
of
Office
of
lumi
in
appear
tor
for
the
Atlanta
to
nous celebration of Dr. King's .Affairs and wife of our choir's
birthday. Over 5000 choirs ex- director, felt that the celebration
pressed interest in the event and was an "excellent way of learn

ing about African-America- n

his-

tory." Ourchojrfecejveda warm
wefcome'- - to AiUoj- and wjhile
they were there' they got th "opportunity to visit th housethat
Dr. King grew up in and to meet
-

his immediate family members
like Coretta. Scott and Dexter
King. One of the highlights of

the weekend occurred Friday
when they sang at Dr. King's
Continued on page 12
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1992 Black History" Month

;i

February 9
Black Arts Festival
The Colored Museum
Senior l.S. directed by Teddie Bonds
Shoolroy Theatre, 8:15 p.m.
(tickets required)

:',

6--

Tuesday, February

i

A
A

1 1

Barnes-Wrig-

ht

Arts & Entertainment Calender

best-sellin-

Celebration Poetry

Precious Memories: Herstories
sharing of favorite poems by women of color

facilitated by Lenora

.

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
The College of Wooster Annual
Writing Prizes, totalling more than
$ 1 000 in prize money, include awards
for superior poetry, Fiction, and criticism written by Wooster students
during their years at the College. '
The Donaldson Prize for Fiction is
supported by Stephen Donaldson
g
author of The
('68),
Chronicles of Thomas Covenant; the
prize goes to a short story or excerpt
of a longer Fictional work (submit up

Sunday, February 9
Spike Lee Film Series
School Days
Luce Multipurpose Room, 9 p.m.

and Elizabeth Castelli, Ph.D.

to 25 pages). Three prizes are awarded

Andrews Hall, Formal Lounge, 4 p.m.

Thursday, February 13
Connected to Mama Spirit
Exploring the "tenderness and turbulence" of black family relationships
facilitated by Marilyn Kershaw
Lowry Center 1 19, 4 p.m.

Gospel Choir TVip 'Awesome'
and 'Inspirational' Experience

February 7, 1992

for poetry: The Academy of American Poets College Poetry Prize, the
Kinsey Prize for Poetry, established
in memory of Ralph L. Kinsey ('33),
and the Vonna Hicks Adrian Poetry

of Akron campus. The show will

Prize, offered in memory of a poet
and alumna of the College. Students
may submit up to ten poems to the
competition. An additional Adrian
Prize is awarded to an original critical essay on a long poem or group of
shorter poems.
The deadline for submission is
February 28, 1992. Deposit clean,
typed manuscripts outside Deb
Shostak's office, Kauke 241; manuscripts will not be returned. For further information, contact Professor
Shostak, ext. 2402.
The Akron Symphony Orche-

begin at 8:15 p.m. Baxtresser will
for Flute' with the Orchestra.
The program also features Bernstein's

for Orchestra",

"Divertimento

Copland's "Lincoln Portrait", narrated by Arthur Kemp, and Hanson's
S ym phony No. 2." Baxtresser made
her professional debut at the age of
fourteen with the Minnesota Orchestra. She graduated with honors from
The Julliard School of Music and is
currently on part of their faculty and
on the faculty of Manhattan School
stra will perform with Jeanne of Music. Tickets are $18, S15 and
Baxtresser, Principal Flutist with the $ 1 2 with group and student discounts
New York Philharmonic, on Tues- available. For more information,
day, February 1 1 at E J. Thomas Per- contact the Akron Symphony office
forming Arts Hall on the University at
.
535-813- 1.

Racial Identity Examined in The Colored Museum

The set, designed by Peter
KRISTIN L. FLA CHS BART
consisted of white walls
McKieman,
Editor
Assistant
Voice
African-AmerA turntable in
platforms.
T
black
with
The struggle for
scenes
allowed
the
stage
cans to discover themselves by exam- the center of
is dis- to follow one after another, as if exhiContinued from page 11 Winnie Mandela, and Hammer ining their past and present
museum.
tomb. Kathy Wilson 93 de- just to name a few, our Scot Gos- played in The Colored Museum, a se- bitions in a modern-lookin- g
white
inside
the
screen
set
black
A
Study
production
Independent
nior
only
be
was
asked
to
the
"awepel Choir
scribed this experience as
pictures
sponof
showed
and
walls
Bonds
Teddie
by
directed
some" and "powerful." While for an encore.
in advertisements and
The most special moment of sored by the Departments of Black
first year student and choir memcovers,
as well as photomagazine
ber Sakia Peck felt the celebra- the celebration occurred as a Studies and Theatre.
history.
throughout
Blacks
The ninety minute performance, graphs of
tion was "exciting" and "inspira- speaker relived Dr. King's spirit
Sandra Kabuye designed the cosand philosophy as he spoke of written by George C. Wolfe, is a series
tional."
This trip was made possible by racial harmony and human unity, of eleven short scenes, called "exhib- tumes, which added tremendously to
Ms. Cleophus Orange who after which was definitely personified its", which examine different aspects the mood of the show, especially the
ofB lack culture and the ongoing search dress of "Mama" which exactly
hearing an audio tape of the by the Wooster Gospel Choir.
blacks have to discover their identity. matched the upholstery of the couch.
some
feel
you
would
to
underlike
and
If
choir's performance
The Colored Museum is a highly
exhibits often spoof black steour
These
energy"
"special
of
predomiwas
a
of
the
standing that it
entertaining
show full of comedy and
the
Jemimah"
as
such
"Aunt
reotypes,
them
you
out
can
check
nantly white choir from a school choir,
is enjoyable for people
emotion,
and
leave
must
who
of the same, wanted to see this in later this month, the 22nd and cook, the actress
races
and
cultures. Yet, as much
all
success,
the
drag
of
23nd in Columbus where they America to find
person to believe it.
g
it is also
inspirational,
is
the
play
matriarch as
The choir received a grant from will be performing at various queen, and the
John churches. On campus you can epitomized in Hansberry's Raisin in
the college and as first-yeensemble
Cray says, "stepped out on faith." feel "this experience" at the An- the Sun. The
role
multiple
their
in
superb
was
weekon
the
cast
pernual
Spring
Concert
Out of the six choirs that
playing.
18.
April
formed for Andrew Young, end of
African-America-

unnerving. You find yourself laughing at the spoofs at the beginning of the
show.andthen.as the show progresses,
begin to question yourself as to why
you are laughing along with the rest of
the audience at such serious matters.
you beThrough this
come aware of the issue that George C
Wolfe is addressing: a need for everyone to reconsider black stereotypes
and a need to understand, or at least, to
try and accept, the continual stuggle
face in accepting
their past so they can create a future.
The Colored Museum continues run-nithrough Sunday. Names may be
placed on waiting lists for the remainself-discover-

ns

y,

African-America- ns

ng

ing three

sold-o-

ut

nights at the

Freedlander Box Office at extension
2241. Faculty and staff tickets are
$130 and college students are free.

God-lovin-

ar

seven-memb- er

The Financial Aid
Office has received
information from
the Richland County
residents.. To obtain
more information,
please call the
Financial Aid Office

;

?

atExt-231-

7.

The Financial Aid Office has
received information from the
Omaha Presbyterian Seminary
i Foundation regarding three
scholarships available to college
. graduates who are planning to
enter a Presbyterian Seminary in
preparation for ordination into the
Presbyterian ministry.
Contact the Financial Aid Office
for more information.
";

Alaska Summer Employment - fisheries.
Earn $5000month. Free transportation!
Room & Board! Over 8000 openings.
No experience necessary. Male or Female.
For employment program call
Student Employment Services
5
at

IQW PRICES ON DOMESTIC AND
INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS
AIRLINE TICKETS
DISCOUNT CRUISES
VACATION PLANNING

Ext-21-

1-206-54-

5-4155

TICKETS MAILED TO YOUR

SUMMER JOBS ON THE CHESAPEAICE BAY!!!
YMCA Camp Tockwogh is hiring Cabin Counselors
and activity instructors in sailing, waterskiing,
windsurfing, tennis, horseback riding, photography,
archery, riHery, arts 2c crafts,' and more.
Recruiter in LOWRY CENTER, FEBRUARY 3 only.
information or call
Contact Career Services
?
Jim Reilly at Camp Tockwogh. (202)
for-mcr- e

571-695-

6.

BOXw

Trcval Agents International
We're

with you all the way.

WEST HIGH PLAZA
1430 WEST HIGH STREET

ORRVTLLE:
NATIONWIDE:

682-34- 40

1-800-445-7336

REG.TA0933
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PROFILE

John Finn: Woosterfs Most Dedicated Sports Fan
JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor
I was scheduled to meet with John
Finn, the College of Wooster's Sports
Information Director, on Tuesday
afternoon. I took a seat in the office
of News Services, curiously located
in the basement of Scovel, and waited
for John, who was out on a prior
commitment. After a few minutes,
he came through the entrance, gave
me a friendly hello, and went quickly
into his office and unloaded onto his
desk the many papers he was carty-in-

Between the interruptions, I learned

.a lot about John. Despite everything

on many Sundays during the winter
he heads up to Cleveland Stadium to
do stats and spotting for NBC on the
Brown's football games. Plus, he
teaches a Radio Workshop class at
the College.
After hearing about all of this, I
was afraid to ask him what he liked to
do with his free time. To my suprise,
there was more to come.
Of great importance to him is being able to spend his spare time with
his family whenever possible. Aside
from that, he found the time to play in
a Softball league last summer and,
just this past year, he published a
story that he wrote entitled "The
Lonely Little Christmas Tree." It
was actually written in 1982, but he
had never done much with it until
now. John published and marketed
the book himself, and after selling
several copies said he was "happy to
have done it."
I asked him what his motivation
was for carry ing out a job as demand-

j

--

m

r

-

1

going on around him, he kept a smile
on his face, always seeming interested in what was being said, and
made the interview very easy.
What I learned most is that he is the
College's most dedicated sports fan,
without question. John, a graduate of
the University of Pittsburgh, took
over as the Sports Information Director at Wooster eight years ago, leaving his job in sales after deciding "...it
wasn't really what I wanted to do."
These days it's normal for him to put
I followed him in and pulled up a in at least twelve hours each day,
chair, notebook and pen in hand. He seven days a week. There have been
sat behind his desk, looking through times when he has put in as many as
and organizing the pages of informa- twenty hour in one day.
tion on Wooster athletics that were
Among his many tasks is putting
on his desk and which could be found out the numerous publications on
in numerous piles throughout the Wooster athletics. From his "office
come media and admission brochures
small room.
'
minute"
We made small talk for a
for each sport, weekly releases on
'
before I looked down at my notebook current Scot events. The 'W
in hopes of asking him one of the Sportsline, Touchdown Talk, The
many questions I had written down. Rebounder Report, complete statis- ing as Sports Information Director.
Before I could get a word out, a News tic sheets, and others, of which he
"It's really a lot of fun," he replied
Services photographer came to the does much of the writing. John also with a smile. "I'm really challenged
door and asked John a few questions releases infromation to national pub- and fulfilled by the workj and I enjoy
about what kind of photos were lications, while constantly keeping writing. Plus, I really like everyone I
deal with. I like the coaches. I like
up with general media relations.
needed that day.
I spurted out the question once the
John has also put together a weekly the athletes. I like the school. And,
talk show for Channel 9 the administration is very supportphotographer had left, and the inter- half-hoview got underway. But the inter- TV called "The Scots' Sports Cap- ive, and that helps.
ruptions didn't stop. By the end of sule." The show, in it's sixth year,
"The hours are somewhat of a burthe forty minute session, the photogairs every Thursday at 5:00 pm and den on me and my family, but there John Finn, Wooster's Sports Information Director
rapher came back twice with more features Wooster coaches and ath- are a lot worse jobs in this world."
Photo by News Services
questions, a student writer walked in, letes being interviewed by John himMy last question for him was what pnonty at this point. I like the Col- - that same photographer walked up
some Scot baseball players made an self.
he had planned for the future, if he lege and the community, and I like and began asking more questions,
appearance, a News Services stu
John also attends nearly, every had ever entertained the thought of what I do. I couldn't imagine it being looking for John's opinion about a
dent assistant came by, the Director sporting event on the campus, while moving on to a Division I school or better anywhere else."
photo shoot that was to be printed up
of News Services made a brief show- making it to some away events as even working for a national network.
With that, I capped my pen and that day.
ing, and the phone rang in the middle well. That's dedication.
"There's a difference between a thanked him for his time. He smiled
I walked out the door, leaving the
Despite all of that, he also does dream and a goal," he said. "Right and walked out of his office with me, College of Wooster's mostdedicated
of it alL I knew that John stayed
busy, but I didn't realize that his days
for local high school now, it's only a dream. I don't know talking about the last men's basket- sports fan to deal with another hectic
'
-- ' were so hectic.
sports and for college events. And, if I'll ever pursue it. It's not a major ball game. As I was about to leave, day at the office.
g.
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WOMAN'S SWTMMTNG & DIVING

Unbeaten Lady Scot Swimmers Chalk; Up Another Easy Victory
LYDIA AMERSON
Voice Sports Writer
The Lady Scot swim team chalked
up another win to add to their
)
regular season Satundefeated
urday by destroying West Virginia
Wesleyan 128-6Woosters women's team won
nearly every race against the Bobcats
and completely shut out West Virginia Wesleyan in three events.
d
freestyle,
In the

r.
we must focus on producing top per win the
'
formances for Denison next week."
The distance swimmers also perJjynn Whipkey;:94
One of the best tunes of the meet formed
was turned in by
captured first place in the '500
backstroker Kaiy Schneir.94, who' freestyle followed closely by
went a 1:03 .06 to capture, first place : Atntmanri, who ."took second.
the 100 backstroke.' Other notable-swim- s Whipkey went on to place first in the
included Laura .Miller's 92 200 individual medley .r In addition,
win in the 50 freestyle and Jeniver Christina Rogers '92 swam to a sec- William's 93 second place finish in
the 1 00 backstroke. In addition, divert
er
Becky Mullin 94 won the
competition and improved her life-time best score by nearly 20 points to

along with Heather Altstaetier 95
took first, second, and third, respectively. Erdman also won the 200

three-mete-

'

--w-

elL

freestyle, followed by Kristen

All-Americ- an

Whitaker 93. who took second, and
Jen Amtmann "92, who finished third.
d
breaststroke was also
The
swept by Heather Johnston 94,Liz
Bugbee 94, and Lauren Yont '92.
West Virginia Wesleyan was a
very small team which allowed us to
do some experimenting and fine tunWendy ing with the races, during the meet,"
Free burn 92 and Katie Erdman '92, said head coach Keith Beckett. "Now
(9-0-

100-yar-

8.

100-yar-

Ail-Ameri-

co-capta-

.

.

ond place finish in the 1000 freestyle.
This meet was easy for the us,"
' said Erdman. "We were able to take
'
a relaxed approach to the meet and
rest ourselves."
The Lady Scots have their final
' dual meet of the season at home
against conference rival
Denison at 1 pjn.
to-morr- ow

one-met-

can

;

ins

MEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING

Wooster Disposes Of West Virginia Wesleyan
LYDIA AMERSON
Voice Sports Writer
The Scot swim team improved
its dual meet record to 6-- 3 last
Saturday by nearly doubling the

score of it's opponent. West Virginia Wesleyan. The Bobcats
were clearly no match for the
Scot swim team as Wooster
pounded them 139-7"West Virginia Wesleyan is a
very young swim team. They
have only had a team for two
Anyears." said Scot
drew Schulz 92. "Even though
we knew it would be an easy victory, we did not slack off in our
races. Many on the team had
their best times of the season."
Once again for Wooster men,
the distance freestyle events were
their strong suit.
4.

co-capti- an

freestyle was also swept with
Caviglia. Tres Dwyer '95, and
Dave Knox '94, turning in their
best times this year to win the top
three spots.
Other impressive swimming
performances were turned in by
Fischbach, who won the 100
breaststroke, Steve Page '93, who
took second in the 100 backstroke, and Keith Steigbigel '92,
who finished first in the 100 butterfly with a time of 57.84, the
fastest butterfly time turned in
by a Scot this season.
The men will face a tough challenge at home this weekend
against Denison at 1 p.m. on Saturday. Many of the Scot swimmers will be attempting to qualify
for NCAA nationals in this, their
last regular meet of the year.

freestyle was
The 1000-yar- d
dominated by Paul Caviglia '95,
Mark Groynom '94 and Eric
Black '95. who took first, second, and third in the event. National qualifier Tom Hungerford
93 and Mike Dolence 95 captured the top two places, respectively, in the 200 freestyle. In
Brian Vereb
addition,
'92 took first in the 200 individual medley with a season best
time of 2:04.22. and easily won
the 500 freestyle.
Wooster sprinters also had their
share of wins.
Schulz had a season's best time
of 22.43 to win the 50 freestyle.
He was followed by teammates
Will Fischbach '93 and Mike
Bass '95 who finished second and
third in the event. The 100
co-capti- an

The women's swim team easily defeated West Virginia Wesleyan
The Lady Scots tare on
last Saturday by the score of 128-6Denison at home tomorrow afternoon. Photo by News Services.
8.
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Palmer "92 executes a back dive in last Saturday's meet against West Virginia Wesleyan.
Photo by News Services
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'WOMFN'S BASKETBALL

WAA Celebrates NationalGirls

Two More NG AG Opponents Fall
PETER JAMES
Voice Sports Writer
The Lady Scots broke open a close
game ten minutes into the first half on
their way loan easy 73-5-5 victory over
Allegheny College on Wednesday.
It was Wooster's second easy win
Kenyon College on Saturday,

and Women in Sports Day

i

of the week as the Lady Scots trounced
68-2- 7.

The wins improved Wooster's record
to 16--4 overall, 10-- 3 in the NCAC.
5
Wooster fell behind Allegheny
mid-wa- y
through the first half.
The Lady Scots were giving up offensive rebounds to the Gators and
were ice cold from the field. Itseemed
like it was going to be as close as the
last meeting, which Wooster won by
four. But the next ten minutes saw
Wooster outscore Allegheny 29-1- 6
en route to a 44-3- 2 halftime lead.
During the last ten minutes of the
half Wooster made almost every shot
they attempted and owned both the
offensive and defensive boards. In

Page IS

WAA RELEASE
President George Bush and the U.S. Congress have been asked to
recognize February 6 as National Girls and Women in Sports Day. Star
Minke, coordinator of the occasion, hoped this day would "call attention
to the positive influence sports participation has on women and girls and
provide the opportunity to celebrate the history of women's athletic
achievements.
In honor of this day, the Women's Athletic Association brings into the
limelight Wooster's most recent history of excellence in the women's
sports arena.
i. .

16-1-

tense defensive play forced the Gators
into poor shots and many turnovers.
The Lady Scots were sparked by
leading scorer Bridget Smoot '94 and
point guard Christy Evans 92. Smoot..
ended the game with 20 points, twelve
of which came in the first half, while

Evans scored eight of her eleven
points in the first 20 minutes. Wooster
got excellent play from Lisa Cabot
'93 and Christy Antic '95 off the
bench. They finished with eight and
seven points, respectively.
The second half saw the Lady Scots
continue their dominance of the
boards, accomplished by doing an
excellent job of blocking out their
opponents underneath. TheWooster
defense was superb once again, creating many fast break opportunities
offof Gat0r turnovers. The offensive
execution was as good as it has been
all year. The Lady Scots were moving the ball well and were hitting the
outside jump shots.
An 0 run by Wooster with eight
8--

Crosscountry...

i

8

regionals.
-- veterans Beth Blakemore
named First Team
honorable mention.
All-Conferen-

-- 4k

'92 and

co-capta-

co-capt- ain

ce;

in

Anna Scherzer '92 are
Susan Louis '92 receives

Soccer...
--compiles their best record in the school's history,
blanking
wins NCAC championship, outscoring opponents 48-29-NCAC foes
goalie Lisa Hall '94 is named NCAC Defensive Player of the Year for
the second year in row, with a team record of 14 shutouts, allowing only
eight goals the entire season.
--all conference selections includeco-captai- n
Julie Anderson 92,Tammy
'
:
Berger '93, Clarissa Roberts '94.
.
--coach David Brown is named Great Lakes Regional Coach of the Year.
FieW. H0CkeYiijiJw sibiri loulxy yoriT .ma-?- ) rniwc pttuvx v;
finishes 2nd in the conference, with a record of
Carissa Connor '92 is named NCAC Player of the Year,
leading the conference in scoring with 20 goals; she is also named First
Team
Clara Mitchell '92 is named Second Team
--coach Brenda Meese is named Great Lakes Regional Coach of the
Yean closes out the season with 50 career wins to her name.
Volleyball...
Cathy Schellhammcr '92 shines as the team's top defensive
player, with an outsatnding dig percentage of .867,
-- winds up their season with optimism, finishing ninth in the conference.
Swim team...
w
--currently holds a perfect record of
-- beats rival Wittenberg,
outstanding performances include
Wendy
Freebum '92, Katy Schnell
and
Katie Erdman '92
'94, Tammy Behringer '94, and divers Becky Mullin '94 and Michele
Alviti 95.
.
-- looks forward to the conference championship, to be held Feb.19-2- 2
at Oberlin.
Basketball...
-- posts an overall record of 1 4
and 3 in the conference.
is
all
over the NCAC individual statistics
'93
Crawl
LaSonya
center
second in rebounding (10.1 game);
game);
(13.9
scoring
in
report: third
second in free throw percentage
(1.4game);
second in blocked shots
14-3--

3.

0,

m

0.

fi'lP

--

-

f

--

:

8-3--
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-co- -captain

AIl-Americ-

5

an

AIl-Americ-

-c- o-captain
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1

-co- -captain
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Budget Smopt "94 goes up to score two of hex game high twenty
Photo by Josh Fagans.
points against Allegheny on Wednesday.
minutes remaining increased its lead
putting the game away for
to 67-4in
good. The final score was 5
favor of the Lady Scots.
Last Saturday's game against Kenyon was never in doubt The Lady
6,

73-5-

Scots scored the first 19 points

Wooster Sits Second In

of the

n,

All-Spor- ts

ts

ce

All-Spor-

game on their way to a 69-2-7 victory.
FourWooster led at halftime 34-in
thegameforWooster
teen players got
with all but three of them making the
scoring column.
The Lady Scots travel to Earlham
Saturday.
8.

All-Spor-ts

hockey and men's and women's
NEWS SERVICES
of the athletic cross country this fall, has 43
With one-thir- d
schedule for 1991-9- 2 completed, points - three behind Ohio Wes-leyawhich is on top with 46
Wooster finds itself in second
points.
Athletic
place in the North Coast
Allegheny is in third place with
ChampiConference
onship Race. The Scots and Lady 41.5 points, followed by Deni-so- n
in fourth (39.5), Wittenberg
Scots, who won three of the first
Titles, are com- in fifth (33), Kenyon in sixth (32),
four
ing off of a disappointing fifth-pla- Earlham in seventh (28.5), Case
Western Reserve in eighth (25)
showing last year.
Wooster, which claimed the and Oberlin in ninth (23.5).
ts
Award is prewomen's soccer crown and The
(o
the school that
annually
sented
grabbed second place in field
All-Spor-

.

surprises the conference with an impressive runner-u- p title at the
NCAC Championship; winds up the season with a 5th place finish at
--

Race

performs the best across the
NCAC's 21 sports. Nine points
finare awarded for a first-plac- e
ish, eight for second, seven for
third and so on. Men's and
women's performances are combined and counted equally, exemplifying the conference's commitment to balance among its pro-

grams.
Reprinted with permission from,
The W Sportsline (Winter
199 1), a News Services Publication. .

8-- 0.

132-10-

2;

co-capta-ins

3--

7--

(.775).
-- is second in the NCAC in average points per game (68.1).
-- leads the NCAC in free shooting (278 of 394.706)
Christy Evans '92 continues to hold the school record for
career assists and single game assists.
-- sets sights on the conference tournament,
to be held Feb. 9 at
-c-

o-captain

28-2-

home.

Indoor Track...

.

opens up season at the NCAC relays at Ohio Wesleyan; highlights
Scherzer winning the 3000m; the mile
include Blakemore and
Nicole Podgomy '92, Marya
relay (Shannon O'Neil '94,
third.
Cross '93, and Marcy Hunt '94) takes
-- gears up for indoor conference, NCAC championships
to t'e held Feb.
--

co-capta-

in

co-capta-

in

28-2- 9.

Compiled by April Heck, '93, Secretary of WAA
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

INDOOR TRACK

Fighting Scots Struggle to Beat Two NCAC Rivals Scots Warm
Up for
Yet Move Up To Eighth Spot in National Rankings

points to cut the Wooster lead to 45-4The game stayed close the rest of
the way until the 550 mark when the
Scots went on a 21-- 5 run to close out
DAN HAWES
the game.
Sports Writer
fVoice
The run was ignited by Brian
Friday, The Flying Scot men's
Last
B uchanan 93, who scored six straight
cruised to Ohio Wesleyan
track
team
points, who ended the game with a
in it's first individual event
compete
to
team high 17 points.
and
came away fourteen points
Riebe iced the game by hitting seven meet
of eight foul shots in the last two behind first place OWU and four points
minutes. Riebe had a splendid night in behind Case Western. The women
37 minutes of play, as be grabbed a finished in the second spot in that
team high seven rebounds and dished same meet, entitled the Ohio Wes
3.

B.W. Tonight

,

heyan Quadrangular Meet.
The team went into Saturday's race.
as coach Rice put it, "not concerned
about points but rather to get a feel for
where our strengths lie as a team so we
can put people in their best events this
Friday at a m uch bigger meet, Baldwin- erWallacSome of the more experienced run- jners stayed home last Friday to stay
bested for tonight's big meet.
Highlights included firsts in the long
and triple jumps for the men, led by
Mark Marando "92 who flew for21'6'
and Pete Hourigan 93 at 40 3
ev
Scott McMillen '92
eryone in the 400m. dash but Dan
Hawes '95 managed to hold him off in
the 300m giving the Scots first and
second in that event.
The men entered two teams in the
mile relay. Coach Rice hoped to spark
rivalry with one team
a liule inter-teaentirely
of
beingcomposed

out six assists.
Last Saturday the Scots took on
NCAC rival Kenyon at the Armington
Field House in front ofWooster's second largest crowd of the season.
B uchanan sank a twelve-fojumper
with four seconds left to break a 50-5- 0
tie and Riebe hit four foul shots to ice
the 56-5- 0 victory over the Lords.
The Fighting Scots struggled with
Kenyon, who's record stands at 3
and 6 in the conference.
The Scots wouldn't hold a lead until
Mike Morgan 94, at the 12.02 mark in
the second half, hit a
from the left comer to put Wooster up
ot

6-1-

4--

three-point- er

out-kick- ed

36-3- 4.

Trie game seesawed back and forth
from then on. AfteraScoaMeech'95
bank shot gave Wooster a 50-4- 8 lead,
Kenyon'sTodd Czartoslri tied the score
in the lane.
at 1:13 with a
Czartoski's shot set the stage for the
veteran Buchanan. After a Wooster
timeout with :3 left, the Scots worked
for the last shot After moving the ball
around the perimeter, Morgan found
six-foot-

r

er

m

first-year- s.

Eric Rogers 95, Ray Banks 95,
Hawes, and Pieter Salverda '95
crushed everyone while the upper
Iclassmen came over the line in third.
Highlights for the women included
a second and fourth finish in the 55m
(dash by Shannon O'Neill '94 and
Krista Hicks '93, a third and fourth by
pair Roberts 94 and
podgomy 92 in the 400m dash, and a
second in the long jump by Hicks.
Susan Louis 92 ran an
impressive second in the 3000m run,
rounding out of what was a strong
presence from the women.
We still have a long way to go for
bom the men and the women. These
meets are used for training as much as
(anything, this early in the season. This
Friday, however, I expect everyone to
said coach
give their best effort,

Buchanan open on the left side.
Buchanan hesitated for a few seconds
to
before hitting the open
give the Scots a 0 lead. The shot
turned out to be the game winning
basket,
Kenyon was then assesed a technical foul when they attempted to call
time out despite not having any left.
Riebe stepped to lineand buried two
foul shots. Riebe then hit two more
foul shots after he was fouled with .03
to ice the 56-5- 0 victory.
"In the first half we did a lot of
standing around," said Meinen. "In
the second half, thou gh, we did a lot of
cutting and got a lot of easy baskets
against their zone defense.
Meinen led the Sects with 17 points, Rice.
Tonight's meet is the biggest meet
six Mssisa, and seven rebounds, all
lof the season as far as numbers go.
team highs.
"I think it made us realize that any There will be around twenty teams
from all levels including Division I
team can beat us at a certain time, said
12-foot-er

52-5-
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Stan Auxamt "92 shoots ovek two Kenyon defendem in the Scots
last Saturday night. Photo by News Services.
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DINO DISANTO
Voica Assistant Spore Editor
A 21-- 5 second half run coupled by
the Scots hot shooting led Woosicr to
a 78-5- 9 North Coast victory over Allegheny on Wednesday.
The win poshed the Scots record to

converting twelve

of seventeen for 71 to pull Wooster to within three,

7-1- 0.

The Scots would take their first lead,
percent
on a Stan Aukamp five foot
We had a lot of open shots. Nobody forced anything. Everyone jumper at 1133. The Scots would
played within their game," said Doug never again trail in the game.
The Scots opened up a 14 point lead
Meinen 94.
after
Meinen and Riebe hit consecuThe Gators opened the game well
but a 2 nmty the
with an 2 run. The run was high- tive
16-1- 4,

2

9--

three-pointe- rs,

8--

back-to-ba-

ck

three-pointe- rs

37-3- 0.

three-pointe- r,

t'

:

and up two notches in the national
Gators in the last three minutes of the
lighted by
rankings to the eighth position.
The Scots shot an astonishing 14 of by Derrick Owens and Orlando Estes. first half cut the Scots lead to
In the second half, TJ. Florkiewicz
Erich Riebe 92, hit a
20 in the second half and went to the
tbcCaeors
'scored.
seven
Aukamp
one of the t
CpetwdvcrnccebQxsihaaUieGakn.
U'woutf hu'lhalfctf.
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